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Dear Customer,
Thank you for having purchased a Guidosimplex device

As with all of our products, this device, was designed and created respecting the highest possible levels of quality and safety standards. All Guidosimplex products are manufactured from the best materials available on today’s market, this means that when you buy a Guidosimplex product you buy quality and reliability, which results in less maintenance.

Guidosimplex products coexist in perfect harmony in parallel with the original commands and design of the vehicle and conventional driving can be restored on command.

This device is capable of fulfilling all needs as per design as long as a correct usage is performed.

Therefore we advise you to consult the below reported user guide prior to using the device.
This device that you have just purchased, enables the transition from conventional pedal acceleration to the newly installed hand controlled Over Ring Accelerator on your steering wheel.

1. **Over Ring / Under Ring**
   One Ring, applied over/under the original steering wheel

2. **The ECU**
   for the throttle control (accelerator)

3. **Motor reducer or Interface**

Depending on the original features (Mechanical or Electronic Accelerator)

**THIS DEVICE WAS DESIGNED TO BE INSTALLED IN CONJUNCTION WITH A HAND OPERATED “GUIDOSIMPLEX” SERVICE BRAKE**

**FOR SAFETY REASONS WHENEVER BRAKING IS REQUIRED ACCELERATION IS INHIBITED**
The MOTOR REDUCER version is normally installed when the vehicle in question utilises a mechanical accelerator.

An on/off switch (A) is positioned on the vehicle, in an easy to reach position.

There are two basic and easy steps to follow in order to activate this device:

1. **TURN THE ENGINE ON**
2. **TURN THE DEVICE ON SWITCH (A) SET TO ON (1)**
we have installed two switches in an easily reachable position, to be used as follows:

A) The on/off switch activates and deactivates the manual acceleration device

B) When positioned to "I" the 50% mode is activated, meaning that you can optimise performance by reducing acceleration and sensibility whenever needed by 50% e.g. Traffic and Parking

**There are three basic and easy steps to follow in order to activate this device:**

1. **TURN THE ENGINE ON**
2. **TURN THE DEVICE ON SWITCH (A) SET TO ON (1)**
3. **FULLY DEPRESS THE BRAKE LEVER**
Mounting the over ring:
Slot the over ring into the dedicated support (A) verify that the ring is correctly in place.

Removing the over ring:
To remove the over ring simply press the dedicated button (B) positioned on the support and pull the ring towards you.

Warning: do not utilise the original accelerator pedal when this device has been activated. Guidosimplex suggests that the pedal guard (Guidosimplex) is mounted whenever this device is installed in order to avoid involuntary usage of the original pedals.
In the case of malfunctioning or any other problem related to the device in question please contact the nearest authorised Guidosimplex Dealer.
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